DELHI TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
BAWANA ROAD, DELHI-110042

No./DTU/DEAN (UG)/2021-22/                     Dated: 20/12/2021

To,
The Head of Department
(Electrical Engg./Applied Physics/Applied Chemistry/Applied/
Mathematics/Mechanical Engg./Computer Engg./ Software Engineering
Information Technology)

Subject: Centralized Time-Table for B. Tech Ist semester (2021-22)
         Group A and Group B.

PFA the centralized time-table for B. Tech Ist semester (2021-22) Group A and B
commencing from 20.12.2021 in Physical mode.

There are slight modifications in the Tentative Time Table sent earlier
No./DTU/DEAN (UG)/2021-22, Dated 07/12/21 due to university notification of
resuming of Academic Activities in Physical mode vide letter no.

The Laboratory classes for CO101 are also going to be held in Physical
mode.

(Prof. Priya Mahajan),
Chairperson,
University Time-Table Committee

Copy to: -
1. PS to the Hon'ble VC for kind information to the Hon'ble Vice chancellor,
   DTU.
2. Registrar, DTU
3. Dean, Academic (UG).
4. Associate Dean Academic (UG)
5. COO & Head (CC): With the request to upload the circular on DTU
   Website.
6. Sh. Piyush Vaish, KNM: - Please convey message to students concerned
   through ERP